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f]!raviialioiial red .sliifi ih an ostablisln'd experimentally olj.served ])licnomenon. 
Th(^  rerl Hhift ran h(' derivccl from potential cnerp;y/maflg relationship in the {gravi­
tational held. Attempts liaA'^ e been made to derive ilie red shift from metric 
properties of space as by McVittic (1965). He defines frequency in an invariant 
fashion (inverse of proper time) and ignores tlio drop in speed of light near a gravi­
tating mass. A derivation has been given by Stoeoldi (1971) from consideration 
of metric transformation as well as quantum mechanics i^requenoy is not in­
variant, but the derivation deals only with observations in free space for the two 
cases ()l emission eitlun* in free space (S^ ) or in the vicinity (S^ ) of the gravitating 
mass VI oI‘ radius R. His dciivation is silent about the effect if any on emission 
at »Sj ]f observed at Below is given a derivation from classical Bohr theory 
and the strsighttorward metric transformation
Bohr theory suggests that the frequency emitted by an atom on the .surface 
ot gr.xvitating mass would be for observations in system Sj .
vwOol/e^2 ___ (X)
where c-,n is the dielectric constant The effective speed of light at would be
Cm =  ... (2)
as dcducii in Yilniaz (1965), where a. /? are the constants in the Schwartzchild 
(Hpiation Neglecting higher powers of inlR, they are given by
c“ -z:.e  ^ =  (l-bm/yil) ... (3)
Assuming symmetry in dielectric constant e and the magnetic permittivity /i 
and using (2) and the relation (7  ^ — l/(cm /%)^ we got
=  (1-f2m//?)eo, ... (4)
whci’c Cq is the value for free space 82- Using the relationship between frequency 
and wavelength and equation (1) and (4), we get the wave length when observed 
at tS, to be
Aff} — (l+2m/jS)Ao 
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... (5)
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where is the wavelengili observed in free space when the emission is also in 
free space. Now, wo can use the metric transformatioji for coordinate lengtfi 
derivable from equations (6) of Stoeckli’s (1971) paper
dr ---(l-7n/7gdrm ... (h)
When dr is for tangoiitial space in and dr,„ is for S,. Applying (6) to lengths 
o^hs — dr and Apt “  dr^ p, 
we get Ao6s — (1+w?/7?n)^ a-
Equation (7) gives the graWtational red shift as oxperimentally observed. The 
equation (5) gives the much larger red shift that is effective for the radiation when 
dealt with in the system Tii this derivation mass of eloctnmis kej)l constant 
in the systems Hj or S. in case due to intense gravity there is change in mass 
of electron the red shilt will be anomalous
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Nuclear penetration effects are usually found to affect the internal conversion 
process of the retarded magnetic dipole transitions. The penetration factor A, 
is a measure of the degree of overlap of the electron and nuclear wave functions 
between the initial bound state and final free state of the electron The nuclear 
parameter A is sizeaLiC if the gamma ray transition matrix element is reduced 
This parameter is defined as the ratio of the electron penetration matrix element 
JIf, and gamma ray emission matrix element My i.e. A ^  MijM y. A number 
of transitione have been found to have A speoifioally different from unily (normal 
conversion). These gamma ray transitions are invariably of hindered type.
